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This talk focuses on slowly-propagating waves of profound and long-lasting depolarization, termed “spreading depolarization” (SD). SDs are quite unlike neuronal depolarizations observed in normal synaptic communication, and are also fundamentally different from seizures. The most important differences are the very slow propagation rates (~2-4 mm/min), large amplitudes and the extraordinarily long periods of sustained depolarization (measured in minutes, rather than milliseconds) as individual waves sweep through a volume of brain tissue. The events are carried by extracellular accumulation of glutamate and/or K⁺, and result in large amounts of ATP being expended to restore ionic gradients after SD. When they occur in otherwise healthy brain, SDs do not cause damage, as there is usually sufficient supply of metabolic substrates to restore membrane potentials. However, there is now very strong evidence that when SDs occur in injured brain, they are a key contributor to injury expansion. Breakthrough work in the last decade has revealed that SDs are a common feature after acute brain injury in humans and (as predicted from prior rodent studies) appear to be causative events, underlying stepwise expansion of injury in the days following injury. The talk will include work from our lab describing mechanisms underlying neuronal vulnerability and protection from SDs, and work with clinical collaborators testing interventions in the ICU.
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